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Ignition is a grand challenge 

We must do this with a limited energy driver, finite number of shots, very precise laser & 
target specifications, in a regime where no one has been before in the laboratory 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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Plastic Ignition Capsule 
 

~2 mm diameter 

195 
µm 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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The challenge  
— near spherical implosion by ~35X 

195 
µm 

DT shot N120716 
Bang Time 

(less than diameter 
of human hair) 

~2 mm diameter 

Convergence 
ratio of ~ 35 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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Ignition on NIF requires compression to extreme 
pressures and temperatures to self-heat 
 

�ρR = Areal density 

“Cold” fuel 50 million degrees 
100 g/cc 

Eignition ~ ρR
3T ~

ρR( )3T 3

Pstag
2

Hot spot 

60 µm 

alph 
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Three approaches to ignition are being pursued, with 
implosions that are Laser, Magnetically or X-ray driven 

This talk deals exclusively with x-ray driven implosions, aka “Indirect Drive” 

Laser: Directly Driven (Spherical 
on Ω, Polar on NIF) led by URLLE PO L A R  DR I V E  IG N I T I O N  CA M P A I G N  CO N C E P T U A L  DE S I G N 
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Figure 3:  PD pointing configuration showing the four rings of NIF beams and five PD beam 
groups or rings, yielding irradiation at three different latitudes on the target. 

 

Ignition experiments with PD require that each of the five PD beam rings have a unique 
pulse shape, and continuous phase plate. The combination of these components, coupled with 
single-beam smoothing provided by the MultiFM 1D SSD on the pickets and polarization 
smoothing, provide the required drive uniformity to achieve ignition conditions. Figure 4 
illustrates the pulse power vs. time (a) and the resultant beam intensity profiles (b) (obtained 
from the requisite phase plate) for each ring of NIF beams. The use of the triple-picket pulse 
(Figure 4a) represents a quantitative change from the strategy employed in previous PD ignition 
designs.7 OMEGA experiments have shown that picket pulses can be experimentally tuned for 
optimal shock timing.26 Furthermore, adiabat shaping and increased shell stability can be realized 
by adjusting the strength of the shocks launched by the pickets. A step pulse at the start of the 
main drive launches a fourth shock giving further control over the adiabat.  Shock tuning of this 
four-shock design will be conceptually identical to the tuning performed for indirect-drive 
targets.  A cone-in-sphere target design either filled with liquid D2 or using a thick ablator design 
(to appropriately spread the shock arrival times at the inner shell wall) will be used.  Due to the 
inherent asymmetry of PD, these shock timing experiments will rely on the dual-axis target 
design employed by the NIC campaign and currently under development for PD experiments on 
OMEGA.   

 

  

  

Magnetically: Magnetized Liner 
Inertial Fusion at Sandia Nat’l Lab 

X-ray: Produced by NIF laser 
at LLNL with an Internt’l team 
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A hohlraum indirectly drives capsule implosions at the 
1.8 MJ National Ignition Facility (NIF) 

It needs to Provide Sufficient Radiation Drive: 

After ~ 0.2 MJ LPI losses, ~ 1.6 MJ of laser 
energy couples to the hohlraum wall. It converts 

to ~ 1.3 MJ of x-rays. A ~ 300 eV x-ray bath 
ablates outside of the capsule, (using ~ 150 kJ), 
driving the rest inward: a 15 kJ, 370 km/s rocket. 

It needs to Provide that Drive Symmetrically: 

 Symmetrically compress the capsule as it 
implodes. Short λ modes smooth geometrically. 

P2,P4 controlled via inner vs. outer beam 
balance, & Cross Beam Energy Transfer (CBET) 

 

 The kinetic energy of the rocket 
payload is reconverted to internal 

energy upon stagnation in the 
round imploded core. 

inners 

outers 

at 
NIF 
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!  Hydrodynamic Instabilities: 2012: When pushed to higher velocity, the Pt. Design hit a 
 roadblock: Mix of CH ablator into the hot spot, & severely degraded performance 

 

Current “traffic report” of the road to indirect drive ignition  

!  Complex Hohlraum Physics: 2012: Long pulse, gas filled hohlraum with >16% Laser Plasma 
Instabilities (LPI): Reduced drive, complicated symmetry control, hot electron (preheat) 

!  2014: Less stressing, more stable, CH implosions successfully pushed to higher velocity 

!  Yield  improvements of > 10x, and significant self heating due to alpha deposition  

!  Improved understanding of Pt. Design’s initial perturbations that can  lead to the mix 

!  Modified designs that show promise of improved performance  

!  2014: Potentially better hohlraums, with shorter pulse & less gas fill, show reduced LPI, 
reduced hot electrons, better understood drive, & possibly better symmetry control 

!  These are natural choices for alternate ablators like High Density Carbon (HDC) or Be 

!  After 2 DT shots, HDC has > 3x more yield than 2012 CH, so far, – with “head-room” 
for improvements 

Recent progress shows the benefits of innovation, and exploration of broad approaches. 
This can lead to even better performance, and we’ve barely begun to innovate ! 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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NIF Laser Systems* 

 

For the grand challenge of ignition we need awesome: 

…and National & International partners in research: 
NIF–1110-20435.ppt 14 Moses -- APS DPP, November 10, 2010 

Laser Bay 

Diagnostics 

 
Targets 

 
Close up of target with text box 

Moses -- APS DPP, November 10, 2010 4 NIF–1110-20435.ppt 

Design Codes 
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x
y

z

120 µm 

t = 22.68 ns 

fuel-ablator 
interface 

deceleration phase 
Rayleigh-Taylor 
amplifies the tent 
defect into 
penetrating spikes 
and a corresponding 
thinning of the shell 

fill tube 
defect 

tent 
defect 

Distinctly complex and high velocity flows arise during 
stagnation in these simulations 

*Now with enhanced shot rate! 

57 target diagnostics enable cutting edge 
science on the NIF

• LLNL
• LLE
• MIT
• LANL
• SNL
• NSTec
• LBNL

• AWE
• CEA
• U of M
• Duke
• GSI

21Edwards—APS DPP Oct. 30th , 2012NIF-0000-00000.ppt

AWE, CEA, Duke, GA, GSI, IC, LANL, LBNL, LLNL, LANL, 
MIT, NNSA, NRL, NSTec, Oxford, SNL, U of M, URLLE  
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A hohlraum indirectly drives capsule implosions at the 
1.8 MJ National Ignition Facility (NIF) 

It needs to Provide Sufficient Radiation Drive: 
-  - 0.2 MJ: LPI losses, mostly Raman on inners 
-  ~ 1.6 MJ couples to the hohlraum wall 
-  ~ 1.3 MJ converted to x-rays. (Tr ~300 eV) 
-  ~ 150 kJ absorbed by capsule ablator 
-  ~ 15 kJ, 370 km/s imploding rocket payload 
It needs to Provide that Drive Symmetrically: 

 -Short wavelength modes smooth geometrically. 
 -P2, P4 control by inner vs. outer beam power 

& by Cross Beam Energy Transfer (CBET) 
 

Kinetic Energy of the imploding payload 
converts to Internal Energy at stagnation 

 
 LPI & CBET are time dependent and complex, 
making drive and symmetry accuracy a challenge 

inners 

outers 
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The primary LPI in NIF hohlraums is cross-beam energy 
transfer and stimulated scatter 

!  CROSS-BEAM ENERGY TRANSFER (CBET): 
      – occurs where beams overlap   
         (at LEH) 

- Used to control symmetry 
 
 
 

!  STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTER (SBS): 
        
      
       – occurs in wall plasma along the outer beams 
       – can cause damage to NIF optics 

!  STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTER (SRS): 
 
       
      – occurs along the inner beams 
      – poses a challenge to symmetric implosions 
      – generates hot electrons (capsule preheat threat) 
 

k0 k1 kiaw 

k0 k1 kepw 
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Shock timing compresses the shell to high density: Allows 
~ 100 MB drive to accelerate it “cold” (= low adiabat) 

time (ns) 

Ablator 

DT 
Ice 

Tr 

Shock velocity 

Ablation front 
The higher the adiabat, the more difficult it is to compress the target to high density 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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!!

The new “High-foot” is a pulse-shape modification 
designed to reduce hydrodynamic instability 

Solid&DT&
fuel&layer&

CH&

Si1doped&
layers&&

Radius&~&1.1&mm&
Thickness:&

195&µm&
70&µm&

Gas&Fill&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
He&at&&

~1mg/cm3&

~1&cm&

5.75&
mm&

GOAL: Performance that is understood and well matched to calculations 

NIC&High1&Foot&&

NIC Low-foot High-foot 
Adiabat (a measure of entropy) ~1.5 ~2.5 
In-flight aspect ratio, (IFAR) ~20 ~10 
Convergence ~45 ~30 

Increased&to:&

Reduced&to:&

Reduced&to:&

Changing the # / sequence / size of shocks can raise the  adiabat. That can help 
stability: Puffier shell, & with higher first shock, ablatively stabilize more.  
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We’re ~ 2x away from required ignition conditions  

At the end of NIC in 2012, we were > 10x lower in Yield, and Pstag ~ 130 Gbar 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14
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Conditions are currently ~ factor 2 from ignition

UR = Areal density

~ 500 g/cc

~ 40 g/cc

~ 180 Gbar

~ 0.75 g/cm 2

Best simultaneous 
performance 
on single shot

~ 27kJ

Eignition ~ UR
3T ~

UR� �3T 3
Pstag
2Shell ρR provides 

inertial confinement 

60 µm 

alph 

50 million degrees achieved 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—   Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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NIC developed many platforms needed for progress 

Previous work on the URLLE Omega Laser expedited these developments. 
Since NIC, we’ve added more: e.g. 5 axis keyhole, 2-D time gated backlit images.  

We have used a variety of platforms to assess and 
optimize the capsule adiabat, velocity, mix and shape 

1
5

Velocity 

Shape 

Adiabat 

Mix M S 

V � 

RHS

�R

DT Hot 
spot 

DT Ice 

Ablator 

HS Ge Spectra / 
Bremsstrahlung 

X-ray Backlit 
Shell Trajectory 

X-ray core 
image 

“Keyhole” “Convergent Ablator” 

“Symcap” 
“HDT/DT” 

Hot e- 

“Reemit” 

Soft X-ray  
Bi ball image 

X-ray 
Power 

Adiabat �
VISAR 
interferometry 
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Thank you – target fabrication wizards ! 

We produce a variety of target types

Dunne—CLEO 2012, San Jose, May 10, 2012 302012-030585.ppt

A wide range of 
targets are used to 

study target behavior
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We think 3 major issues caused the degraded performance 
of the NIC point design (“Low foot”, 4 shock CH capsule) 

The hohlraums were complicated by Raman (SRS) on the inners: This then required 
CBET & each affects the other. Unexplained “deficits” in drive, and hard to calculate 

symmetry ensued. SRS also made hot electrons, which may have affected performance. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
25 

Capsule!instability!!!!!! Asymmetric!implosion!

Two major issues were identified as having dominated 
performance during the NIC 

Growth x Surface seeds 
is too large leading to  mix at lower 

velocity than predicted 

X-ray push on the capsule is not 
symmetric enough resulting in loss 

of efficiency at stagnation 
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2012 Preliminary Compton Radiography implied a low 
mode asymmetric imploded core, as does nuclear data 

For more on RKE & nucler diagnostics: B. Spears et al PI1.2, & A. Zylstra et al PI1.6 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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!!

Nuclear activation data also show large unexplained 
fuel ρR variations 
 

from N140304 

Significant average fuel velocities are also inferred form neutron spectra, both indicating 
unexplained asymmetry and inefficient stagnation 

2014: Nuclear diagnostics also imply 
core asymmetries: 

 - Bulk velocity flows within the hot 
spot: “Residual kinetic energy” (RKE) 

 - ρR variations in the dense ice shell 

(*caveat: Large background subtraction required) 

Backlit radiography – 2.

1e16 W/cm2, 3Z

Imploded THD fuel 
scattering

60-200 keV

30 µm 
tilted Au 
wire

Technique demonstrated 
at OMEGA

Compton radiography – DT fuel at stagnation
Under development

Tommasini, Phys. Plas., 2011

Gated 
MCP

THD shot N121005

• UR ~ 1±0.4 g/cm2  vs. 4.8% dsr
from neutron spectrometers

• MDT ~ 170±50 ng vs. 185 initial

THD “dudded”
layer

Preliminary 
analysis

47Edwards—APS DPP Oct. 30th , 2012NIF-0000-00000.ppt
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A major mystery is the CH mixing into the hot spot as we 
tried to go to higher velocity by using higher power 

16 

Improving shock timing,   & 
reducing the coast time,   led to: !

N120321: highest ρR for a DT !
! ! !implosion !

(but ρR 25% less than expected, 
& yields well below 1-D)!

!

Increased the power for shot 
N120405 in order to increase ρR 
& enhance alpha deposition, by 
imploding faster.!

Instead, N120405 crossed a mix 
cliff!

Understanding this mix cliff is crucial in getting past this roadblock to ignition 

Theory of Yα/Ynoα curves: Betti et al PoP 17, 058102 (‘10), & Lindl et al PoP 21, 020501 (‘14) 
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A “shorthand” for the capsule behavior was: Surface 
roughness was acting like “4x” larger than measured 

Was the unexplained mix due to errors in growth rates, or due to initial conditions? 

With “4x”, the yield, & shell ρR* at burn 
time, is reduced, and is closer to data  

 
*ρR is measured by Down Scatter Ratio, (DSR) 

 
DSR = (10-12) MeV neutrons / 14 MeVs   

However, “4x” was simply a “fudge” to reproduce some of the NIC results, 
 - a stand-in for the unexplained degradation 

Artificially increasing the ablator roughness can bring 
several observables into agreement with the data 

01/22/2013 2 Clark—AX-Division WIP 

ne
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3 

– 
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) 

ablator roughness multiplier 

ablator roughness multiplier 

 1             2             3             4             5 

 1             2             3             4            5 

1015 

D
S

R
 

7 % 

5 % 

D. Clark et al 
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More sophisticated 2-D & 3-D attempts are being made to 
explain the data, assuming “1x” surface roughness 

Data N120321"

Individual contributors (in 2-D) 

These impressive 3-D calculations, with all of the effects included, had not been able to 
reproduce the 1000 ng of CH mixed into hot spot of N120405  

D. Clark et al PoP 18, 082701 (2011),   

1"

10"

100"

1$D" abl."mix" P2"&"P4" fill"tube" tent" roughness" 3$D"

ne
ut
ro
n'
yi
el
d'
(1
01

4 )
'

Cumulative sequential effect (in 2-D) 

3D 

D. Clark et al PoP 20, 056318 (2013),   

Approx. model “1x” 
CH pre-mixed, based on 
early guidance of expt’s 
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At the end of the NIC in 2012, Congress directed NNSA 
to provide a Path Forward for Ignition 

The report outlined a 3-year go forward 
strategy 

For x-ray drive identify major scientific 
obstacles to ignition 

3 elements 

!  Less stressing integrated experiments  

!  Focused experiments to study 
individual physics 

!  Alternate x-ray driven concepts 
•  e.g. Double Shells (LANL / LLNL) 

The plan culminates in a Strategic Review at end of FY15.  
Includes x-ray, direct and magnetic drive approaches 
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The plan follows much of the guidance from a 
Community-wide Ignition Science Workshop in 2012 

Our successes in the last 2 years are a tribute to that broad community involvement 

That ~ 150 person meeting was co-chaired by Bill Goldstein and Bob Rosner 
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The plan follows much of the guidance from a 
Community-wide Ignition Science Workshop in 2012 

Our successes in the last 2 years are a tribute to that broad community involvement 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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The principal issues were laid out in NNSA’s report to 
Congress and the Science of Ignition on NIF Report 
 

That ~ 150 person meeting was co-chaired by Bill Goldstein and Bob Rosner 

We had a ~ 25 person Summer Study (8/14) to follow up, & to seek further guidance 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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High Foot: 3-shock CH ablator at higher adiabat. Less Stress 

It trades ultimate performance for much greater stability and less sensitivity to shape 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
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!!

The new “High-foot” is a pulse-shape modification 
designed to reduce hydrodynamic instability 

Solid&DT&
fuel&layer&

CH&

Si1doped&
layers&&

Radius&~&1.1&mm&
Thickness:&

195&µm&
70&µm&

Gas&Fill&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
He&at&&

~1mg/cm3&

~1&cm&

5.75&
mm&

GOAL: Performance that is understood and well matched to calculations 

NIC&High1&Foot&&

NIC Low-foot High-foot 
Adiabat (a measure of entropy) ~1.5 ~2.5 
In-flight aspect ratio, (IFAR) ~20 ~10 
Convergence ~45 ~30 

Increased&to:&

Reduced&to:&

Reduced&to:&
= R/ΔR ~16 

gas 
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Whereas NIC Low Foot implosions “went down” at 
higher velocities, the High Foot implosions went up… 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

1E+14

1E+15

1E+16

Fuel lR (g/cm2)

D
T 
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N110914 

N120321 

N100929 

N120405 

Yα/Yno-α 

…albeit, at lower 
compressions,  
 
but  
 
more stable, 
 as evidenced by… 
 

Aug 2013 

May 2013 

Jan 2014 

0.26 

0.13 

high foot 
low foot 
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… the High Foot implosions showed no evidence of 
CH-into-Hot-spot Mix, while Low Foot did 
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!  High foots show no mix 

!  HDCs show no mix 
 
 

!  Highest Power Low Foots 
show ~ 1000 ng of CH mixed 
into the hot spot 

 
 
!  X-ray ratio is enhanced when higher Z 

CH mixes all the way into the hot spot 

Mix Courtesy of Prav Patel 
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Increasing implosion velocity has resulted in ~ 2x 
increase in neutron yield since last year’s meeting 

Since APS/DPP ‘13 

Hurricane et al  PoP 056314, 2014 

See Callahan et al P1I.1 

The best performing of these ~ double the yield due to Alpha Deposition 
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High Foot is approaching several limits – next will be 
taking steps along new axes 

High foot 
(no coast) 

NIC 

DT Yield vs. Laser Energy 

High foot 
(coast) 

DU 

? 

Approaching limits 
!  Laser power, energy 
!  P2 symmetry control 
!  Velocity from 320 to 380 km/s: 

!  Capsule burn-thru (?) 

Next 
!  Higher convergence (ρR) 
!  Improved symmetry 
!  Better hohlraum / coupling 

 
Hurricane, Callahan  and Team: 
E. Dewald, T. Dittrich,T. Doeppner, D. Hinkel, M. Barrios, D. 
Casey, L. Berzak Hopkins, S. Haan, B. Kirkwood, P. Kervin, 
A. Kritcher, J. Lee Kline (LANL), A. Kritcher, S. Le Pape, T. 
Ma, A. MacPhee, J. Milovich, J. Moody, P. Michel, A. Pak, P. 
Patel, J. Ralph, H.-S. Park, B. Remington, R. Rygg, H. 
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High Foot vs. Low Foot: Yield vs. Ion Temperature 
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!  High Foot Yields do scale 

with a power law of T that 
would be expected for a 
near 1-D system 
— Models predict High 

Foot yields within 2-3 x 
of the data 

 

!  Low Foot Yields do not 
scale with a power law of T  
that would be expected for 
a near 1-D system 

Y�T2.4 

Y�T4.1 

Courtesy of Prav Patel 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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High Density Carbon opens up other avenues for 
enhancing performance, (as does Be) 

HDC Yield of ~ 3 1015 has already exceeded that of the NIC by > 3x 

N. Meezan, A. MacKinnon, L. Berzak Hopkins, L. Divol, D. Ho,  S. Ross, S. LePape, J. Milovitch, T. Ma, A. Pak, S. Khan,  et al 
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High Density Carbon opens up other avenues for 
enhancing performance, (as does Be) 

HDC Yield of ~ 3 1015 has already exceeded that of the NIC by > 3x 

Why investigate diamond (HDC) ablators now? 
It is DIFFERENT than plastic and may perform better 
in ignition designs  

•  HDC is a single-component crystalline ablator 
•  10x smoother surface than CH 
•  No chance for multi-species physics as in CH 
•  But complex phase diagram may make tuning difficult 

(first shock needs to melt) 
 

•  High density (3.5g/cc) =>  ~3x thinner ablator  
•  Absorbs more energy than CH for same outside diameter 
•  Ignition designs have ~2x shorter laser pulses than CH 
 

•  Short pulse => suitable for near vacuum hohlraums 
•  40% more drive 
•  Almost Laser Plasma Interaction (LPI) free : 

•  No Cross Beam Energy Transfer (CBET) needed 
•  Negligible Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and hot 

electrons 

N. Meezan, A. MacKinnon, L. Berzak Hopkins, L. Divol, D. Ho,  S. Ross, S. LePape, J. Milovitch, T. Ma, A. Pak, S. Khan,  et al 

 
 

See G. Kagan TI2.2 
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Y=1.5'1015'='2D7Yield='1D7Yield'
'
•  Fuel'Rho*r'is'~'0.025'g/cc'
•  Tion'~'3.4'keV;'Te'~'Ti'
•  Pressure'~'11'Gbar''
•  Adiabat'~'4.5'

Y=2'1015'='2D7Yield'='40%'1D7Yield'
'
•  Fuel'Rho*r'is'~'0.77g/cc'
•  Tion'~'3.84'keV;'Te'~'Ti'
•  Pressure'~'100'Gbar''
•  Adiabat'~'3.5'

80'µm'HDC'“Sym7Cap”'capsule'
2'shock;'1.2'MJ;'6.3'ns'

80'µm'HDC'layered'DT'
2'shock;'1.2'MJ;'6.3'ns'

See'L.'Berzak'Hopkins'PI1.4'

At'~10x'convergence:''
S`ll'1D'performance'

At'~30x'convergence:'Symmetry'swings'&'
prolate'shape'explain'mild'degrada`on'

The recent 8 ns DT shot, at > 30x convergence, had higher ρR, & Y~ 3 1015 

Early results on HDC show promise 

! Preliminary NIF Data 
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Going forward plan for HDC 

Performance to date has been encouraging, with many more things to try 

?

HDC has “head room” to test: 
 
-  Thinner shells – to achieve 

higher velocities 

-  “No Coasting”, longer 
pulse shapes to achieve 
higher velocities and 
higher ρRs 

-  Test hydro growth (on 
HGR platform) to 
determine shell doping 
requirements 

-  Test symmetry control in 
Near Vacuum Hohlraums 
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We have made progress in understanding the degraded 
performance of the NIC Low Foot implosion 

The hohlraums were complicated by Raman (SRS) on the inners: This then required 
CBET & each affects the other. Unexplained “deficits” in drive, and hard to calculate 

symmetry ensued. SRS also made hot electrons, which may have affected performance. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
25 

Capsule!instability!!!!!! Asymmetric!implosion!

Two major issues were identified as having dominated 
performance during the NIC 

Growth x Surface seeds 
is too large leading to  mix at lower 

velocity than predicted 

X-ray push on the capsule is not 
symmetric enough resulting in loss 

of efficiency at stagnation 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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Asymmetries set up non-radial flows, whose kinetic 
energy will not convert to thermal upon stagnation 

What’s worse, if the symmetry varies in time, sloshing will occur wherein the flow fields 
can reinforce this residual kinetic energy (RKE) 

2

radiation-magnetohydrodynamics code Hydra [13]. A
frequency and time dependent x-ray source was devel-
oped to drive these capsule-only simulations. The ini-
tial x-ray drive was taken from an integrated hohlraum
simulation and then adjusted to match the shock tim-
ing data obtained using the VISAR diagnostic [14, 15]
from NIF shot N110521, and the capsule implosion tra-
jectory [16] measured on NIF shot N110625. 2π Sr of
the capsule was modeled using two-dimensional (2D)
cylindrically-symmetric geometry with 256 × 312 cells.
The Quotidian Equation of State [17] was used with tab-
ular opacities and multi-group radiation diffusion. The
effects of Legendre polynomial P4 hohlraum flux asym-
metries were investigated by perturbing the tuned x-ray
drive with spatially varying flux asymmetries of the form:
fds(θ, t) = (a0P0 + a4P4(θ)) ∗ fds(t) where fds is the
energy density of the x-ray drive source, a0 and a4 are
the amplitudes of the 0th and 4th Legendre polynomi-
als respectively, a0 = 1, a4 is varied incrementally from
−0.10 to +0.10, θ the angle between the equatorial plane
and polar axis, and t time. 2D Hydra modeling of the
hohlraum & capsule for nominal implosions suggests the
P4 flux asymmetry incident on the capsule would be ex-
pected to be < 3%, except for in the first ∼ 2 ns of the
laser pulse where both experiments [18] and modelling
[19] indicate it can be up to 10%. Experimental data for
later times does not exist. The flux asymmetries were ap-
plied 100 µm from the capsule ablation front during the
discrete time intervals 0−2 ns (the ‘picket’ [20]), 2−11.5
ns (the ‘trough’), 11.5 − 14 ns (2nd shock), 14 − 16 ns
(3rd shock) and 16 − 18 ns (4th rise) and 18 − 21.5 ns
(peak drive), creating a database of > 200 2D modeling
runs of both DT layered capsule implosions and DHe3 gas
filled capsules with a surrogate inner CH layer of equal
mass to a DT fuel layer (symmetry capsules). In order
to recreate images from the NIF gated x-ray diagnostic
[21](GXD), time resolved, 11 µm resolution, synthetic
gated x-ray images of the hot spot self-emission > 6 keV,
including its attenuation by the compressed fuel and ab-
lator, were created from both polar and equatorial direc-
tions by post processing each Hydra run. The hot spot
shape was evaluated as a function of time by perform-
ing a Legendre polynomial decomposition (modes 1-10)
of the appropriate contour. For DT layered capsules the
hot spot contour is defined for each angular ‘strip’ of
cells j as the minimum radius where Tej > 1

2
Tejmax

and
ρj < 1

2
ρjmax

where Te is the electron temperature and
ρ the mass density, ‘max’ denotes the maximum value
within the jth strip. This is a robust definition of the
hot spot even for highly distorted implosions. The 17%
contour of the GXD is used both for the synthetic GXD
and experimentally based on previous studies of small
shape perturbations.

The applied Legendre P4 flux asymmetries induce P4

hot spot shapes at stagnation (see Figs. 1 (a) & (c)), the
sign of which is dependent on the timing of the applied

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Axis of rotational symmetry is vertical at Radius
= 0 µm. (a) DT layered capsule density plot at x-ray bang-
time showing a positive Legendre polynomial P4 shape. This
simulation had a 10% flux asymmetry applied from 11.5-14
ns. Black arrows indicate the mass flows which occur during
stagnation. After bangtime ‘fingers’ of fuel continue to flow
inwards (red arrows). White dots depict the hot spot contour.
(b) Synthetic gated x-ray image of the hot spot self emission
from 1(a), white dots show the 17% contour, a4 is greatly
reduced compared to fig. 1(a). (c) The same implosion as
fig. 1(a), but 100 ps later. Large a4 degrades the implosion,
making the bangtime earlier, this image is plotted at the neu-
tron bangtime of an equivalent spherical implosion. (d) The
synthetic GXD from 1(c), showing a large negative (oblate)
P2 and almost zero a4 despite the obvious P4 in 1(c).

flux asymmetry. If the asymmetry is present only during
the shock compression phase (the first ∼ 18 ns), shocks
created in regions of the capsule exposed to higher flux
propagate faster, these faster shocks break out of the in-
ner DT ice layer earlier, causing these regions to move
ahead of those exposed to less flux. This also causes
ablator mass to flow laterally, away from the high flux
region. Consequently during peak drive the regions ini-
tially exposed to high flux are at smaller radii, mean-
ing they are accelerated less efficiently by the hohlraum
flux and gain less total momentum. They can also have
less ablator aerial density. The net effect is that the re-
gions experiencing high flux during shock compression
will protrude outwards at stagnation. Conversely if the
flux asymmetry is applied during peak drive, the regions
of the capsule exposed to more flux gain more momen-
tum, and protrude inwards at stagnation. Regardless of
the timing of the applied asymmetry, during the stag-
nation phase of the implosion, pressure within the lower

A.  Kricher et al PoP 21, 042708 (’14)  
R. Town et al PoP 21 , 056313 (’14) 

R. Scott, PRL 110, 075001 (‘13) 
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Many important symmetry diagnostics are in the pipeline 

Time dependent symmetry swings may be compromising the core symmetry 

Using the experimental measurements we can 
construct the flux asymmetry time history 

•  Nominal length hohlraum 
•  Magnitude of perturbation shown 
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Thin shells / foam balls to diagnose  
symmetry during the trough 

KB Microscope for better core late-
time self emission resolution 

We will image “halo” due to Compton scattering of “self-
emission bremsstrahlung” to infer shape and ρr(θ) of DT 
fuel at peak compression time 
Physics'Goal:'visualize'low'mode'
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Pinhole camera for Compton halo of 
dense shell at late times 

•  Specific physics learned: 

•  Configuration:   

•  Shot plan:   

•  Laser damage: 

Explosion phase symmetry by radiography 
 
 

Warm subscale 2D ConA  with 4 strip detector.  HDC ablator. 

2 shots.  1st shot radiograph is made.  2nd shot is a repeat 
with emission measurement.  

None. 

Measure shape of the compressed ablator and compare to 
shape of out going shock after stagnation to asses 
undiagnosed symmetry swings and ρr perturbations.  Shock 
probes either ablation front (CH) or gas ablator interface (HDC) 
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(N130808) 
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Correlating a post stagnation radiograph to shock emission for in-situ 
ablator / fuel shape diagnosis  

(µm)(

Imaging outgoing shock to diagnose 
dense shell at stagnation A.  Kricher et al PoP 21, 042708 (’14) R. Town et al PoP 21 , 056313 (’14) 

A.  Pak et al 

M. Barrios, R, 
Rygg, et al 

N. Izumi  et al 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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The High Foot was predicted to be more stable than the 
Low Foot. Confirm that directly with a focused experiment 

Was the unexplained mix in NIC due to errors in growth rates, or in initial conditions? 
ablative stabilization due to the higher foot temperature at
early times, less Richtmyer-Meshkov instability growth
stemming from three rather than four shocks, and a large
ablator density gradient scale length (a fluffing out of the
ablator) that is sympathetic with the higher adiabat
achieved with the higher foot (Fig. 5). Stability gains in
the high-foot implosions come at the cost of density
compression, for example, at ignition time, the α ¼ 2.7
peak density is 50% that of the α ¼ 1.5 peak density.
Nonlinear radiation-hydrodynamics simulations up to

mode 100 (using the code ARES [18]) confirm the expect-
ation of reduced instability growth (Figs. 6 and 7). These
simulations were performed with a multimode specification
of the NIC Rev. 5 surface roughness spectrum [8]. Figure 6
shows the results for the α ¼ 1.5N110914 capsule (top two
images), the α ¼ 2.3 high foot (middle row), and the α ¼
2.8 high foot (bottom row). For clarity, the density color
scales in Fig. 6 are fixed for each of the two columns. As α
increases, improved stability properties are evident in the
reduction in amplitude of correlated RT spikes and bubbles
and reduction in high mode number structures at the
ablation front and fuel-ablator interface. Figure 7 shows
the effect on capsule yield as the initial NIC Rev. 5 surface
roughness is arbitrarily increased to a factor of 4× nominal.
These hydrodynamic advantages of the high-foot design
may be realized if one assumes that the high-foot pulse
shape does not substantially degrade the hohlraum or laser-
plasma instability (LPI) physics that control the drive on the
implosion.

Table II summarizes results from several recent high-
foot shots on NIF. The first cryogenic DT high-foot shot,
N130501, generated a measured yield within 60% of the
1D simulation. Shot N130710 used significantly higher
laser power with a yield 46% of the 1D simulation but
had large asymmetries in the observed neutron images.
High-foot shot N130812 (August 12th, 2013) returned to

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional multimode (up to mode 100) simulations with a spectrum of imposed surface roughness (4× nominal) show,
in density, the expected instability growth on the capsule. From top to bottom, implosions with α ¼ 1.45 (low foot), α ¼ 2.3 (high foot),
and α ¼ 2.8 (high foot) are shown at R ∼ 200 μm (left column) and R ∼ 50 μm (right column).

FIG. 7. Ratios of 2D multimode (up to mode 100) model yields
over 1D model yields are plotted vs. a multiplier of the capsule
surface roughness for implosions with α ¼ 1.45 (low-foot, red),
α ¼ 2.3 (high-foot, blue), and α ¼ 2.8 (high-foot, green) are
shown. Even for a roughness multiplier of 4, which drops the
simulated 2D yield to 0.1× the 1D yield for the low-foot case, the
high-foot implosions only drop to 0.6× the 1D yield consistent
with more resistance to ablation front RT instability.

PRL 112, 055002 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
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7 FEBRUARY 2014

055002-4

Low Foot: 
at 4x 

High Foot: 
at 4x 

T. Dittrich et al 
PRL 112, 
055002 (2014)  

LF vs. HF Comparison done at “4x”, (because at “1x” the Low Foot did not mix) 

And more fundamentally, measure the Low Foot hydro-instability 
Growth Factors, to answer the question: 
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The Hydro-Growth-Radiography (HGR) Platform has 
proven invaluable for clarifying relevant ICF physics 

This platform is in the midst of a long string of extremely useful studies 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
31 

Focused  
experiments 
 

•  Evolution of x-ray snapshots is compared with 
simulation models 

Test growth of hydro instability at capsule surface 

ripples 

X-ray snapshots 

simulation 

•  Capsule x-ray drive 

•  Implosion trajectories / 
rocket efficiency 

•  Shocks  

•  Growth of capsule 
perturbations 

•  In-flight implosion shape  

•  Hot spot shape vs time 

•  Hot spot physics 

•  Hohlraum LPI and hot 
electrons 

•  Hohlraum energetics 

•  Alternate ablators  

V. Smalyuk, et al,  
PRL 112, 185003 (2014) 

See L. Peterson PI1.3 
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The Hydro-Growth-Radiography (HGR) Platform has 
been applied to Low Foot and High Foot drives 

Confirms that High Foot is more stable, but deepens the mystery why Low Foot mixed  

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory P611468.ppt – Edwards– NIF DRC, 05/06/14 
32 

Predictive capability for hydro instability growth being 
tested 

Preliminary analysis  
V. Smalyuk, K. Raman, Luc Peterson 

Lo-Foot vs Hi-Foot Growth factor at 650 µm 
650  
µm 

Future developments: 
•  Higher velocity and convergence, native surfaces 
•  Mitigation schemes – e.g. adiabat shaping, drive spectrum control 

Higher 
convergence 
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D. Casey et al, PRE 90, 
011102 (‘14) 
K. Raman et al, PoP 21, 
072710 (‘14) 

See L. Peterson PI1.3 
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500 um 

300 um 

750 um 

900 um 

So far, the HGR results rule out errors in Growth Factors, 
at least for imposed ripples at the ablation surface. 

•  Deceleration growth by self backlighting 

•  Ablator-ice interface – accel phase layered HGR 

•  Ablation front – accel phase HGR 

Measure growth of 2D, 3D 
perturbations and native surfaces 

Besides ablation front growth, there are other hydro 
growth issues to pursue, as well as CH initial conditions 

Is the NIC mix due to errors in other growth rates, or in the initial conditions? 

LLNL-PRES-662854 40 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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S. Haan has recently had an insight into the “4x” problem  

But, if these modulations are due to Oxygen, not CH, growth will exceed Spec 

The known internal modulations in CH were assumed to be pure CH perturbations 
If so, they are well below Spec, and grow ~ as surface does, thus not  a threat 

Irregularities in ablator oxygen content seed hydro 
instabilities at a level that can explain NIC performance 

1 

Since optical depth modulations are well below surface roughness spec, this 
was thought to be adequate going into NIC. However: 

If we assume that oxygen modulations cause the measured transverse modulations 
in column density, with the measured radial oxygen distribution, they seed 
hydrodynamic instabilities comparable to the surface spec. Growth is ~3x more than 
surface roughness, so power is equivalently 10x more. Plausible small modulations 
can disrupt the implosion: surface oxygen of 2 at% ± 0.01 at% dominates surface 
roughness, and is consistent with target characterization. 

Target characterization shows ~2% oxygen, 
maximum at outer surface 

Other target characterization shows 
modulations in ablator integrated depth 
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modulation data via 
optical deflection / index 
of refraction 
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We’ve known there is Oxygen internal to the CH 

The effect of this Oxygen as a 2-D / 3-D source of perturbation is >> than that of CH 

H. Huang et al Fus. & Sci. 
& Tech. 63, 142 (2013) 

But its affect was only assessed in the 1-D sense  (velocity reduction) 

Oxygen Data via X-ray radiography 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 41 
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We’ve known there is Oxygen internal to the CH 

The effect of this Oxygen as a 2-D / 3-D source of perturbation is 4x that of CH 

entirety of the displayed oxygen profiles was directly
measured. Each shell was measured six successive times
on six separate film plates over 19 days, during which
the samples were stored in vacuum. Because of the
short duration of vacuum storage, it is reasonable to
assume that no significant changes occurred in the ox-
ygen profiles. Tight spread among the profiles is indic-
ative of good repeatability, demonstrating that contact
radiography has the sufficient precision to accurately
measure the O atomic percent profiles. Taking two stan-
dard deviations of the measured oxygen values yields a
measurement uncertainty of 0.38 at. % ~2s! in these
typical shells. Factors contributing to the uncertainty
include resolution of layer thickness and other random
errors associated with the development of X-ray film
plates. For this work, steps were taken to mitigate and
account for these random errors to the greatest extent
possible; however, some errors still remain and are
wrapped up in this measurement uncertainty value.
Furthermore, the profile uncertainty increases with the
oxygen level, and the 2s O atomic percent uncer-

tainty can be best fitted with an equation: 0.17 ! 0.13 "
~O atomic percent!.

Another salient feature of the profiles in Fig. 5 is that
the shells’ oxygen profiles differ because of their very
different processing and storage histories: The newest
shell, Fig. 5c, has been in vacuum storage for 15 days,
whereas the oldest, Fig. 5b, has been subjected to the
equivalent of 800 days in vacuum storage ~recalling the
weight gain is approximately four times faster in the air
and a further ;30% faster in water-based polishing!.

There are also distinctive lumps in some of the
oxygen profiles, which are coating process related, an
example of which is highlighted in Fig. 6. The coating
process was interrupted twice ~at ;83- and 156-mm
coating thicknesses! during the GDP deposition process
~for a duration of 2 days and 1 day, respectively!. The
resulting .0.5 at. % oxygen lumps are permanent, as
the shell has already been pyrolyzed prior to the contact
radiography measurement. This demonstrates that water
molecules penetrated a distance of only ;15 mm over a
2-day period and caused a diffusion-limited oxygen lump.

Fig. 5. Successive oxygen profiles, taken over 18 days, for shells having various processing and storage conditions: ~a! 13 months
in vacuum; ~b! 8 days of polishing, 11 months in vacuum, 4 months in air; ~c! 15 days in vacuum; and ~d! 16 days of
polishing, 3 months in vacuum.

Huang et al. OXYGEN PROFILE DETERMINATION IN NIF GDP CAPSULES USING CONTACT RADIOGRAPHY

FUSION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY VOL. 63 MAR.0APR. 2013 145

H. Huang et al Fus. & Sci. 
& Tech. 63, 142 (2013) 

It’s been previously known that Oxygen is in the CH 
But its affect was only assessed in the 1-D sense  (velocity reduction) 

Oxygen Data via X-ray radiography 

Outer 
surface 

Outer 
surface 
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HGR was done on a “1x native roughness”, and 
modulations were 4x of the predictions ! 

CH (+ internal, modulated Oxygen) may have been ~ “4x” all along 

Measured 3D modulations are ~3-4 times larger than 
predicted  

45
0 

m
ic

ro
ns

 

Measured 3D 
modulations 

Predicted 3D 
modulations 

Resolution 
cut-off 

Possible explanations include enhanced oxygen (Haan), enhanced 
nonlinear mode coupling, and reduced resolution in simulations   

Measured 3D modulations Predicted 3D modulations 

9/25/14 ICF Physics Integration 9/26/2014 38 

P. Celliers has also seen “4x” type enhancements in velocity field 
perturbations on CH at Omega, though noise levels are high 

K. Baker, S. Weber, D. Casey, P. 
Celliers, J. Field, A. Hamza, V. Smalyuk, 
H. Robey,et al 

Some of this 4x discrepancy may be due to insufficient 3-D numerical resolution, 
insufficient photon groups in 3-D, etc (~ 1.5x) 

 
The rest may be due to the Oxygen contamination as a possible source of the non-

uniformities (~ 2.5x) 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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There are several other potential seeds for instability 

Phase-Shifting 
Diffraction 

Interferometer (PSDI)!

R-T growth is seeded where tent 
leaves capsule 

Support “Tent”!
~ 50-nm-thick plastic (Formvar)!

Fill Tube!
~ 10-µm-diam SiO2!

Bumps and “divots”!Bumps, divots, dust, 
bulk inhomogeneities 
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Recently, B. Hammel has had an insight into properly 
modeling the tent 

The perturbation’s severity depends on the angle at which the tent leaves the surface 

See R. Tommasini PI1.5 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory LLNL-PRES-xxxxxx 
62 

Tent 

Tent was much bigger impact than expected 
•  2-3X larger than current high resolution simulations 
•  Factor ~ 2 effect on yield for low foot 
•  Was confusing hot spot shape during the NIC 

Backlit radiographs of imploding capsules 
100 nm 45 nm 15 nm 0 nm 

Tent thickness experiment Focused  
experiments 
 

!  Capsule x-ray drive 

!  Implosion trajectories / 
rocket efficiency 

!  Shocks  

!   Growth of capsule 
  perturbations 

 In-flight implosion shape  

!  Hot spot shape vs time 

!  Hot spot physics 

!  Hohlraum LPI and hot 
 electrons 

!  Hohlraum energetics 
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Tent 

Tent was much bigger impact than expected 
•  2-3X larger than current high resolution simulations 
•  Factor ~ 2 effect on yield for low foot 
•  Was confusing hot spot shape during the NIC 

Backlit radiographs of imploding capsules 
100 nm 45 nm 15 nm 0 nm 

Tent thickness experiment Focused  
experiments 
 

!  Capsule x-ray drive 

!  Implosion trajectories / 
rocket efficiency 

!  Shocks  

!   Growth of capsule 
  perturbations 

 In-flight implosion shape  

!  Hot spot shape vs time 

!  Hot spot physics 

!  Hohlraum LPI and hot 
 electrons 

!  Hohlraum energetics 

 
 
 
 
 

“tent scars” at radius = 200 µm 

Previous high resolution tent simulations did predict that the effect of the tent was 
severe enough to influence the shape of the hot spot x-ray self emission 
but  
Previous high resolution tent simulations predicted “tent scars” 2-3x < than data 

Since NIC, the new 2-DConA platform opened our eyes to the effect of the tent 



Measurements suggest that tent departure angle 
is steeper than tangential!

15° 

Michael Stadermann, et al. 

LLNL-PRES-662854 48 
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Departure angles steeper than tangential lead to 
more growth 

x (cm) 

y 
(c

m
) 

Using the correct angle now correctly predicts the tent scar in the 2DconA images 
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With a 100 nm tent, the high power NIC shot, N120405’s 
tent injects ~ 500 ng of CH into the “hot-spot” 

50 

“bang time”: 200 ng of CH in Hot Spot;  At “b.t.” + 60 ps: 500 ng   

Density Material 

Te 

CH 

DT 

Density 

(for N120405  100 nm tent  +14 degree) 

N120405: 3x reduction in yield just due to tent 

LLNL-PRES-662854 

 Also, predict: No CH into the hot spot 
for the lower power shot N120321 

N120321 N120405 

100 µm 
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The “4x” initial condition, plus the 100 nm tent, (now properly 
modeled), may help explain NIC capsule performance 

51 

(N120321 did not have significant CH mixed 
into the hot spot, while N120405 heavily mixed)"

D. Clark 

Focused experiments & new insights has led to this possible  “parting of the clouds” 

LLNL-PRES-662854 

Together they may be able to 
help the full 3-D simulations: 
 

  - Match N120321 yields, ρR 
etc, & maybe still not introduce 
much CH into the hot spot 
 

 - Match N120405 yields, ρR 
etc, & introduce ~ 1000 ng of CH 
into the hot spot 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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The High Flux Model (HFM) using non local e-transport & modern 
non-LTE atomic physics, matched bare Au sphere emission data!
Measured(Dante(drive(and(capsule(bang3

4mes((
are(in(good(agreement(with(the(high(flux(model(

(

LLNL-PRES-640040!
M.D. Rosen et al EPS Berlin 6/24/14!

Measured Dante drive and capsule bang-times are in 
good agreement with the high flux model 

Near vacuum “Indirect Drive 
Exploding Pusher” (IDEP)!

Data*!
High flux!
XSN, fl 0.15!
XSN, fl 0.05!
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High flux model also agreed with NIF 
vacuum hohlraums* (no capsule) in 2009:!

*J. L. Kline, et. Al, PRL, 106, 085003 (2011)!
 R. E. Olson, et. Al, PoP, 19, 053301 (2012)!

High 
flux!

XSN, fl 
0.15!

XSN, fl 
0.05!

N130312!
data!

n- bang time (ns)! 4.5! 4.8! 5.0! 4.6!

X-ray bang time! 4.7! 5.0! 5.2! 4.8 ± 0.1 !

*like Au sphere, here too M band HFM > data!*like Au sphere, here too “hν > 1.8 keV” HFM > data!

L.(Berzak(Hopkins(et(al,(in(prepara4on((
S.(LePape,(L.(Divol,((L.(Berzak,(Hopkins(et(al(P.R.L.((

° ° ° 
° 

Drive: Must be high enough 
to implode a stable shell fast 
enough to get hot & ignite 

Symmetry: Must be round 
enough at high convergence 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The plasma Te: 
   Old Model Te:    4.4 keV  
            HFM  Te:    2.6 keV 

 
 

          

Coupling: HFM explains SRS color (vs. time)  
& its level 

Mordy Rosen—NIF DRC 8/11/10 9 LLNL-PRES-436971.ppt 

o 

Coupling: Color of Raman 
light: λSRS vs. time 

HFM’s cooler hohlraum plasma is key to matching the SRS spectrum  
and to the observed higher levels of SRS 

What changed? 

(1 MJ shot, at SRS site, 
at 0.1 ncrit,, at 19 ns) 

HFM’s cooler plasma leads 
to the ~ observed  higher 
levels of SRS  

 -due to less Landau 
 Damping 

-Massive pf3D simulations 
are in progress 

 Intensity Level of SRS 

HFM 

Old 
model 

M. D. Rosen, H. A. Scott, D. E. Hinkel et al, HEDP 7, 180 (2011) 
D. E. Hinkel, M. D. Rosen, E. A. Williams, et al, PoP, 18, 056312 (2011) 

In 2009 MJ ignition scale gas filled hohlraum, 
the HFM  helps match SRS spectrum & level 

but there was a fly in the ointment… 

HFM leads to a cooler plasma Te 

Dante x-ray drive, through Laser Entrance 
Hole (LEH) vs. time 
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From “day 1”, the capsule imploded slower than expected 
(based on the HFM), requiring “source multipliers’!

From MJ ignition scale gas filled hohlraums 

Since 2009, we have seen a deficit in the capsule drive in ignition scale experiments vs 
calculations!

LLNL-PRES-640040!
M.D. Rosen et al EPS Berlin 6/24/14!

Since 2009, we have seen a deficit in the capsule 
drive in ignition scale experiments vs calculations 

5 

ConA data!
Hydra simulation (HFM)!
Hydra drive degraded* by 
15%!

2012 2011 2010 

400-1000 ps discrepancy!

Radius vs Time! Bang Time!

raHydra degraded!

Long pulse length and substantial fill gas!

*O. Jones et al PoP 19, 056315 (2012)!
 J. Moody et al PoP 21 056317 (2014)!

Is it the higher gas fill, the longer pulse, the resultant LPI, numerics, or 
“all of the above” that are the sources of this “deficit” vs. modeling ?!
 !

Is it the higher gas fill, the longer pulse, the resultant LPI, numerics, or 
“all of the above” that are the sources of this “deficit” vs. modeling ?!
 !

~(20%(

The View Factor platform showed the 
discrepancy to be in the drive, not in the 

ablator 

area, the maximum radiation temperature in the simulations
was 270 eV for ViewFactor, a drop of 20 eV from the ignition
hohlraum.By the timeof peak drive, the thin capsule has been
mostly ablated and is optically thin, allowing emission from
the hohlraum to be measured directly.
The hohlraum is driven with a standard ignition laser

pulse shape at the LEH end divided between 32 inner
beams at 23.5° and 30° and 64 outer beams at 44.5° and 50°.
Because of the truncated geometry, only the inner beams
are used at the open end. In an ignition hohlraum, the power
balance between inner and outer beams can be adjusted by
tuning the laser wavelength difference between them in a
process known as cross beam energy transfer (CBET) [10].
Without the outer beams the CBET effect will not be
present in the open end; however, to maintain the surrogacy
of the LEH end of the ViewFactor target with a typical
gas-filled ignition hohlraum, the wavelength difference
between the (30°) and outer beams was 7.9 Å and between
the (23.5°) beams and outer beams was 9.1 Å. This
wavelength shift was made at 1ω before the light is
frequency tripled to 351 nm. ViewFactor experiments are
done in pairs, with one shot employing the open end down
configuration (Fig. 1, left) and the other employing open
end up (Fig. 1, right). This allows all diagnostics to record
data viewing both the open end and the LEH end.
The hohlraum x-ray emission is measured with the Dante

diagnostic [11], a time-resolved, low resolution x-ray
spectrometer consisting of 18 channels of filtered x-ray

diodes. There are two Dantes in the NIF target chamber,
one viewing the target at 37° to its axis in the lower
hemisphere, and one viewing the target at 64° to its axis in
the upper hemisphere. Figure 1 shows views of the target as
seen by both Dantes in both configurations made with the
VISRAD code [9]. An LEH diameter of 2.66 mm and a
hohlraum diameter of 5.28 mm were used to mimic plasma
motion to place the beam spots in roughly their positions at
peak drive.
The size of the LEH vs time is measured with a gated,

4-strip microchannel plate detector [12] coupled to a soft
x-ray imager snout [13]. The snout consists of two soft
channels near 500 and 900 eV and one hard channel
> 4 keV. It views down the hohlraum axis from the top
of the chamber. The open geometry allows for effective
imaging of time-dependent LEH size viewed both inter-
nally (open end up) and externally (open end down).
Backscatter measurements [14] consist of a full aperture

backscatter system (FABS) made up of diodes, spectrom-
eters, and streak cameras to measure light directly back-
scattered into the four beams of a 30° and a 50° quad and a
near backscatter imager (NBI) to measure light scattered
just outside the beam ports for a 23.5° and a 30° quad.
The ViewFactor experiments were modeled with the

LASNEX code [15] using the high flux model [8] adopted
after the 2009 NIF campaign [16]. It uses a flux limiter
based on the Spitzer formula for electron conduction of
f ¼ 0.15 and it uses the detailed configuration accounting
(DCA) NLTE atomic physics model [17] to generate
opacities responsible for emission. The simulation is first
run using the measured laser energy to establish plasma
conditions. The cross beam energy transfer is calculated for
these plasma conditions, the laser pulses are modified using
this energy transfer and the measured backscatter, and the
model is run again [18].
To compare to the data, post shot simulations have been

postprocessed to give simulated Dante drive signals and
simulated images. Postprocessing the simulations with and
without the thin capsule material showed a negligible
difference for the 37° drive diagnostic viewing the
open end.
Two pairs of ViewFactor shots are discussed. The first

pair used a capsule with shell thickness of 20 μm. The
backscatter at the LEH end was 11%, indicating the
coupling at the LEH end was 89" 2%. The shell thickness
was increased to 30 μm for the second pair of shots and the
coupling at the LEH end was 86" 2%. This indicated
better surrogacy to plasma conditions in an ignition
hohlraum which typically has a coupling of about 84%
[7]. Direct comparison of the 30 μm ViewFactor target to a
comparable ignition hohlraum reveals both lose most of
their backscattered energy to SRS from the inner beams:
11% and 12.6% for the ignition and ViewFactor targets,
respectively. Additionally, the time- and spectrally resolved
SRS power measurements for the two shots are nearly

FIG. 1 (color online). The experimental configuration showing
the ViewFactor truncated hohlraum and its two orientations, open
end down (on left) and open end up (on right). The views from the
four radiation drive measurements are also shown. These simu-
lated VISRAD [9] images use a geometry roughly consistent with
the positions and intensities of the quads at peak drive; for the two
views of the open end, the inner quads are labeled either “w”
meaning the quad is from the LEH side and energy is transferred
to it, or “w=o” meaning it is from the open end and does not
undergo CBET. FABS and NBI diagnostics measure backscatter
from both open and LEH ends of the target.

PRL 112, 105003 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

14 MARCH 2014

105003-2

17.5 ns, to within the 7% error bars of the Dante diagnostic,
the multipliers are explained by the model’s overprediction
of the hohlraum emission directed at the capsule. This key
conclusion highlights the need to focus on the physics of
the hohlraum’s conversion of laser light into x rays as
opposed to the ablation model for the plastic capsule.
Time resolved views of the LEH from the upper pole for

an ignition hohlraum are complicated by the glow from the
opposite LEH. Using the ViewFactor platform, however,
we are able to make unambiguous time-resolved measure-
ments of the LEH size as there is no opposing LEH.
Figure 5 shows an example of the data and modeled images
from the 900 eV channel at 20 ns. The steep features in the
plotted lineouts have the same diameter as seen from inside
or outside the LEH. Comparing the model to the data at the
four times (17, 18.5, 20, and 21.5 ns), shows that the model
matches the weak time dependence of the measured LEH
size but consistently underpredicts the LEH radius. The
simulated LEH radius is ∼84% of the measured LEH
radius, meaning the area is ∼70% of the measured area.
The ViewFactor experiments provide for the first time a

direct measurement of the x-ray drive of an ignition
hohlraum onto the capsule. The measured reduced drive
compared to simulation identifies the hohlraum model as
the source of the discrepancy in the slower than expected
capsule implosion velocity, a discrepancy that has been
compensated for in simulations with laser power multi-
pliers. Additionally, the error in the calculated LEH closure
is responsible for the serendipitous agreement between
simulation and data when the radiation drive measurements
through the LEH are compared.
Many aspects of the methodology used to simulate

ignition hohlraums are now under study in an attempt to

better reproduce the ViewFactor data. In particular, more
attention is being paid to the low-density “bubble” of hot
gold plasma that develops under the outer beam laser spots
during the peak of the pulse between the cooler, higher-
density wall and the helium fill. In this region where the
bulk of the laser energy deposition occurs, the partitioning
of energy between electrons and radiation has a significant
influence on the capsule x-ray flux. Associated physics that
may affect this process includes thermal transport (includ-
ing nonlocality), nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium
kinetics, and hydrodynamic mixing at the unstable interface
between the expanding gold plasma and the helium gas. In
pursuit of a more accurate representation of the laser energy
delivery to the hohlraum, an in-line energy transfer model
which has transfer only in the overlapping parts of quads
(instead of the entire beam spot) is in progress [20]. Finally,
the open geometry of the ViewFactor target has provided a
rich set of time-integrated and time-resolved image data, of
which Fig. 5 is an example. Such data are well suited to
either validate or eliminate the phenomena listed above and
guide the process of improving the gas-filled ignition
hohlraum model.

The authors would like to acknowledge the efforts of the
NIF Operations, Laser Performance, Target Diagnostics,
and Target Fabrication Teams. This work was performed
under the auspices of the Lawrence Livermore National
Security, LLC, (LLNS) under Contract No. DE-AC52-
07NA27344.

FIG. 4 (color online). The solid red and blue curves represent
the ratio of the measured 37° Dante radiant x-ray power (in
GW/sr) to the simulated values for the two open-end-down
targets. The dashed blue curve is the laser power history
(TW/beam) scaled by 0.7. The green points represent the multi-
pliers on the laser power needed for integrated ignition target
simulations to match capsule implosion data.

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Schematic of ViewFactor target with
dashed line showing observation axis for soft x-ray images.
Images (b),(c), and (e),(f) are taken at 20 ns at an x-ray energy of
900 eV. Images are displayed with reverse color scale. (b) Data
and (c) simulation looking into the LEH end. (d) Horizontal
lineouts through the center of the data (blue, thick) and simulation
(red, thin) images. (e) Data and (f) simulation looking into the
open end and seeing the LEH at the far end. The very dark ring in
simulation (f) is from the outer beams. The CH ball has collapsed
to the bright, small object in the center of the LEH. (g) Horizontal
lineouts through the center of the data (blue, thick) and simulation
(red, thin) images. The simulation intensity has been multiplied
by a single number to match the data in the lineouts in (g) at
1.5 mm. The vertical dashed lines in the lineouts (d) and (g) are
the measured LEH radii, 1.29 mm for data and 1.08 mm for
simulation.
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S. MacLaren, M. Schneider, K. Widmann, 
J. Hammer et al, PRL 112, 105003 (2014)   

It seemed like it was time to pull the plug on the HFM … 

(D. Hicks et al) 

(R. Olson et al) 
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But in the course of the “diversity and exploration 
phase” along came the Indirect Drive Exploding Pusher!

…The HFM (with no source multipliers) was back in business ! 

Measured(Dante(drive(and(capsule(bang3
4mes((
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(

LLNL-PRES-640040!
M.D. Rosen et al EPS Berlin 6/24/14!

Measured Dante drive and capsule bang-times are in 
good agreement with the high flux model 

Near vacuum “Indirect Drive 
Exploding Pusher” (IDEP)!
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High flux model also agreed with NIF 
vacuum hohlraums* (no capsule) in 2009:!

*J. L. Kline, et. Al, PRL, 106, 085003 (2011)!
 R. E. Olson, et. Al, PoP, 19, 053301 (2012)!
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flux!

XSN, fl 
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XSN, fl 
0.05!

N130312!
data!

n- bang time (ns)! 4.5! 4.8! 5.0! 4.6!

X-ray bang time! 4.7! 5.0! 5.2! 4.8 ± 0.1 !
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2013 IDXP Hohlraum (pre-shot) models comparison to data:!

& ~ No LPI (99% coupling)!

DCA, high 
flux!

XSN, low 
flux!

XSN, high 
flux!

N130312!
data!

peak internal Trad (eV)! 297.2! 281.57! 281.83! 290!

neutron bang time (ns)! 4.484! 4.984! 4.816! 4.64!

total neutron yield! 4.28x1012! 4.88x1012! 5.07x1012! 5x1012 ± 1.5x1011!

DT-DD n yield ratio (%)! 0.126! 0.167! 0.157! 0.18!

X-ray bang time (ns)! 4.725! 5.069! 5.014! 4.83 ± 0.06 !

Tion DDfwhm (keV)! 3.45! 3.446! 3.444! 3.6 ± 0.2!

Post shot DCA HFM does even better at matching all of the data!

Results from ID exploding pusher 

•  Longer hohlraum has smaller P4, but 
larger P2 at shock breakout 
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L. Berzak Hopkins et al, in preparation  
S. LePape, L. Divol,  L. Berzak, Hopkins et al PRL 112, 225002 (2014) 

Capsule performance was also matched 
extremely well by the HFM: Y, Tion, ρR, etc 
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!  Investigate this paradox via integrated experiments: 
•  Intermediate gas fills and intermediate pulse lengths 
•  Au spheres embedded in a gas fill or foam at Ω, with Thomson Scattering 

!  Pursue theoretical ideas along with specific hypothesis based experiments 
•  Au-gas mix/diffusion, (probe perhaps via p-beam), internal LPI, outer wall 

break-up, onset of flux limit in gas (B fields ?), high Z atom complexities,… 

!  Develop Better Diagnostics: 
•  Measure plasma conditions via dot spectroscopy / Thomson Scattering 

!  Reduce LPI by other means: Higher T (hi Z, Imposed B fields), STUD pulses,… 

We are actively studying this non-LTE hohlraum model’s 
“drive paradox” 

We found a promising hohlraum along the way… 

LPI loss Multiplier “loss” Total Loss 
Gas filled, long pulse, w. CBET 16% 15 - 25% ~ 40% 
Near vacuum, short pulse, no CBET   < 1%  ~ 0 %  < 1% 
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For the exploratory gas fill scaling, a larger hohlraum size 
was used: The “672”: Can afford 40% more wall area 

The “672” can improve clearance of inner beams from both ablator and Au bubble 

For this experimental series we increased hohlraum 
diameter from 5.75 to 6.72 mm 

!6.72!hohlraum!should!give!more!space!and!6me!for!inner!beam!to!propagate!

8/13/14 O Jones - Anomalous Absorption Conf., June 2014 11 

O. Jones, L. Berzak Hopkins, et al 
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We are discovering hohlraums with potentially  
low SRS levels to improve hohlraum performance 
 

1.6 mg/cc 0.8 mg/cc 0 

0. 

Hohlraum gas fill 

Inner SRS 
fraction Scale 672 

HDC 
<1% SRS 

Δλ= 0 Å 

HDC <3% SRS 

Δλ= 0 Å 10% 

5% 

Will rugby hohlraum coupling remain at ~ 90% as we increase laser energy?  

~5% SRS 
~5% SBS 

High Foot 
Rugby 

CH 
5% SRS 

Δλ= 0 Å 

Scale 575 Hohlraums 

Scale 672 

SRS is the source of hot electrons which may be affecting capsule performance 

~3% SRS 
~0% SBS 

~0% SRS 
~3% SBS 

6 ns 6 ns 
15 ns 
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Calculated SRS Reflectivity 

The observed low inner cone SRS is consistent with low 
linear gains for the larger hohlraums with 0.6 mg/cc fills  
 

CH Ablator 
0.96 mg/cc fill 
Scale 575 
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Courtesy of D. J. Strozzi 
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(And Rugby with no CBET has lower intensity inner beams too) 

G ~ n / T 

Lower fills have lower n & higher T 
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Peak Dante flux (emerging from the LEH) in agreement with 
HFM calculations (no multipliers) for 0.03 & 0.6 mg/cc fill  

Laser Entrance Hole (LEH) size also measured as calculated 

O. Jones, N. 
Izumi, L. 
Berzak 
Hopkins, et al 
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Peak Dante flux in agreement with high flux model 
calculations (no multipliers) for 0.03 and 0.6 mg/cc fill  

Laser Entrance Hole LEH size also measured as calculated 

Peak Dante flux in agreement with high flux model 
calculations (no multipliers) for 0.03 and 0.6 mg/cc fill  

Clear aperture 
= 3.153 mm  
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For the “672”, 0.6 mg/cc fill, both dense shell & the hot 
spot self emission stayed round, as predicted 

This low LPI, “round all the time” platform has great potential 

time 

(back-lit only) 
Hot Spot 

Self-emission 

0- 740 ps - 670 ps - 410 ps 

O. Jones, L. Berzak 
Hopkins et al 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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HGR Platform has now been applied to Adiabat Shaped 
(AS) pulses that are intermediate to LF & HF drives 

These results are close to predictions, and are quite promising for future implosions 

H. Robey, D. Clark, D. Casey, A. McPhee, L. Peterson, O. Jones, V. Smalyuk, Mix, Shape, Pt. Design & HF teams  

The HGR data shows a reduction of the measured 
ablation front growth as predicted 

ICF Physics Integration 9/26/2014 21 9/25/14 

Comparison of HGR-measured  dispersion curves 

standard LF 
AS LF #1 
AS HF 
standard HF 

Adiabat shaping* stabilizes the outside with high adiabat, while keeping adiabat low inside 

*V. Goncharov et al PoP 10, 1906 (2003) 
  K. Anderson & R. Betti PoP 11, 5 (2004) 

The pressure along the leading shock gives a good 
visual signature of “adiabat-shaping” 

• All of the adiabat-shaped pulses show a pronounced decay from a high value at the 
ablation front (good for stability) to a low value in the fuel (good for compression) 

• The blue and green curves, in particular, are very similar in their ablation-front 
pressure suggesting that they should have similar ablation front growth 

Pr on leading shock 
for low-foot 

9/25/14 ICF Physics Integration 9/26/2014 

Pressure along leading shock 

standard LF 
AS LF #1 
AS LF #2 
AS HF 
standard HF 

ablator 
DT 

14 

Simulated shock trajectories 

1 2 3 
4 

5? 

leading shock 
front 

ablator 

DT ice 

DT gas 
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Unstable growth of “tent” perturbation was reduced 
using adiabat-shaped drive 

Both shots used the same 45-nm support membranes (“tents”) 

H. Robey, V. Smalyuk, J. Field et al  

Adiabat-shaped 
pulse (N141014) 

Standard low-foot 
pulse (N131010) 

500 microns 

(Standard high-foot 
pulse (N130508)) 

! Preliminary NIF Data 
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!  Reviewing the basics - what is needed for Ignition 

!  Achievements, and mysteries, of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC)  

!  Where we have been: in the last 2 years  
•  Performance: less stressing implosions: High Foot; HDC (or Be) 
•  Understanding: 
—  Time dependent shape; 
—  Hydro-growth; CH initial conditions; Effects of the tent;  
—  Exploring alternate hohlraums vs. model 

!  Where we are going: 
•  Lower HF (& maintain stability) / Do “adiabat shaping” on LF to improve stability 
•  Improve tent & other initial conditions 
•  Improved diagnostics: time dependent symmetry, stagnated core conditions, …  
•  Operate in LPI free hohlraum environments (for HDC, maybe for Be & CH too!) 

!  Acknowledgements 

Outline of this presentation 
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The 0.6 mg/cc “672”, low LPI, round platform has 
inspired several new promising designs: 

What is the optimal size and fill density for a given pulse shape ? 

P. Amendt et al Rugby for 9 ns HDC 

44° Cone 

Ablator 

Helium Au Au 

D. Hinkel et al Cylinder for 14 ns High Foot CH 

The(0.6(mg/cc(“672”,(low(LPI,(round(

plaUorm(has(inspired(several(new(

igni4on(designs:(

We(will(remain(humble,(&(modest(in(our(expecta4ons,(un4l(these(are(tested…(

P.(Amendt(et(al(for(9(ns(HDC(

44°(Cone(

Ablator(

Helium( Au(Au(

P2/P0(

Time([ns](
0( 10(

0.20(

30.20(

0(

Y(=(15(MJ(

D.(Hinkel(et(al(for(14(ns(High(Foot(CH(

The(0.6(mg/cc(“672”,(low(LPI,(round(

plaUorm(has(inspired(several(new(

igni4on(designs:(

We(will(remain(humble,(&(modest(in(our(expecta4ons,(un4l(these(are(tested…(

P.(Amendt(et(al(for(9(ns(HDC(

44°(Cone(

Ablator(

Helium( Au(Au(

P2/P0(

Time([ns](
0( 10(

0.20(

30.20(

0(

Y(=(15(MJ(

D.(Hinkel(et(al(for(14(ns(High(Foot(CH(

Will the LPI remain small when these are tested? 

Neither rely on Cross Beam Energy Transfer (CBET) 
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!  Hydrodynamic Instabilities: 2012: At higher velocity, the Pt. Design Mixed CH into the hot 
    spot, & severely degraded performance 

!  2014: Less stressing, more stable, High Foot reached higher velocities 

!  Yield ~ 1016 : significant self heating due to alpha deposition  

!  Improved understanding of tent and of surface’s affect on Pt. Design, leading to mix 

!  “Adiabat Shaped” designs that show promise of improved performance  

Summary 

Recent progress shows the benefits of innovation, and exploration of broad approaches. 
This can lead to even better performance, and we’ve barely begun to innovate ! 

!  Complex Hohlraum Physics: 2012: Long pulse, gas filled hohlraum with >16% SRS:   
  Unexplained, reduced drive; complicated symmetry control;  hot electron (preheat) 

!  2014: Potentially better hohlraums: Rugby, Low gas fills: Reduced SRS, reduced hot  
  electrons, better understood drive, & possibly better symmetry control 

!  These are natural choices for HDC (or Be) 

!  HDC Yield ~ 3 1015, so far, – with “head-room” for improvements 

!  The ICF Community has proven itself to be talented enough to begin to overcome the 
inevitable surprises that come with cutting edge, grand challenge, ignition research 
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